JINGLE
WRITING CONTEST
COMPETITION RULES AND GUIDELINES:
The competition theme shall be based on D7020 Regional Rotary Project theme - 'My Health, My Life. Stop Diabetes Now!';

Musical style- up tempo, current, bright & inspiring;

Lyrics should have easy recall and must contain the ratings and classification letters G, PG, SPG, R-13, R-16, and R-18.

ENTRY & SUBMISSION RULES
A jingle entry maybe written in a popular or new song genre or a fusion in any form or structure.

The duration of each entry should not exceed 60 seconds and have the capability to be abbreviated in 30 and 15 second sound bites.

Lyrics maybe in local dialect but must not include indecent languages nor questionable slangs or phrases.

Must be entirely original and should not infringe on any existing copyright or intellectual property rights.

Groups may enter a maximum of 2 compositions either as a sole composer or collaborator.

Open to all Rotaract, Interact and Early Acters Clubs
Entries to be submitted to: info@7020.org
www.d7020.org